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Summary 

This Recommendation provides definitions of key terms  used in identity management (IdM).  They 

terms are drawn from many sources but all are believed to be in common use in IdM work.  This 

Recommendation is not intended to be a huge compendium of IdM-related terms.  Instead, the 

terms defined here are limited to those considered to constitute a baseline list of the most important 

and commonly-used IdM-specific terms.  The Recommendation includes an Annex that explains the 

rationale for some of these key terms. 

One of the main objectives of this Recommendation is to promote a common understanding of these 

terms among the groups currently developing (or planning to develop) IdM-related standards. The 

definitions are constructed so that, as far as possible, they are independent of implementations or 

specific context and, therefore, should be suitable as baseline definitions for any IdM work.  It is 

acknowledged that, in some instances and contexts, greater detail may be required for a particular 

term, in which case, elaboration of the baseline definition may be considered. 
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Draft Recommendation X.1252 (X.idmdef) - Baseline identity management terms and 

definitions 

1 Scope 

This Recommendation contains a baseline set of definitions of terms commonly used in identity 

management (IdM).    The definitions provide a basic definition of the term i.e., they are intended to 

convey the basic meaning although exceptionally, a note is included when it helps to clarify the 

definition.  The rationale for some of the key terms/definitions is included in the Annex. 

NOTE: The use of the term “identity” in this Recommendation relating to IdM does not indicate its 

absolute meaning.  In particular, it does not constitute any positive validation of a person. 

2 References 

The following ITU-T Recommendations and other references contain provisions, which, through 

reference in this text, constitute provisions of this Recommendation. At the time of publication, the 

editions indicated were valid. All Recommendations and other references are subject to revision; 

users of this Recommendation are therefore encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the 

most recent edition of the Recommendations and other references listed below. A list of the 

currently valid ITU-T Recommendations is regularly published. 

[ITU-T X.501]   Recommendation ITU-T X.501 (2005), Open Systems Interconnection – 

The Directory: Models 

[ITU-T X.800] Recommendation ITU-T X.800 (1991), Security architecture for Open 

Systems Interconnection for CCITT applications. 

[ITU-T X.810]   Recommendation ITU-T X.810 (1995), Security framework for open 

systems – Overview. 

[ITU-T X.811]   Recommendation ITU-T X.811 (1995), Security frameworks for open 

systems – Authentication. 

[ITU-T Y.2701]  Recommendation ITU-T Y.2701 (2007), Security requirements for NGN 

release 1 

[ITU-T Y.2702]  Recommendation ITU-T Y.2702 (2008), Authentication and authorization 

requirements for NGN release 1. 

[ITU-T Y.2720]  Recommendation ITU-T Y.2720 (2009), NGN identity management 

framework 

[ISO/IEC JTC1 SC37 SD2] Standing Document 2 – Harmonized Biometric Vocabulary 

3 Definitions 

This clause is intentionally left blank. 

4 Abbreviations and acronyms 

IdM  Identity Management 

IdP  Identity Provider 

IdSP  Identity Service Provider 
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NGN  Next Generation Network 

OED  Oxford English Dictionary 

PII  Personally Identifiable information 

RP  Relying Party 

5 Conventions 

This clause is intentionally left blank. 

6 Introduction 

Compilation of this list of IdM terms and definitions began in 2007.  It has had many iterations, 

received contributions and comments from many people and been reviewed many times.  The terms 

and definitions are from many sources. Some of these but by no means all are listed in the 

bibliography.  In some cases the original definition was suitable and included but in many cases it 

was modified or combined with others resulting in a “best of breed” for a particular term. 

Considerable effort has been made to ensure that the definitions convey the same meaning as those 

in other IdM Recommendations | International Standards.  This means that in some cases the words 

may not be identical but the meaning should be the same. 

Because a term may be used in a number of different contexts, the definitions are confined to a 

baseline or simple definition of the term without including alternatives or variations that may occur.  

If additional detail or clarification is needed, this can be added as required. 

 

The fundamental points from which the definitions are derived are discussed further in Annex A. 

7 Terms and definitions 

7.1. access control: a procedure used to determine if an entity should be granted access to 

resources, facilities, services, or information based on pre-established rules and specific 

rights or authority associated with the requesting party  

7.2. address: An  identifier for a specific termination point that is used for routing. 

7.3. agent: An entity that acts on behalf of another entity 

7.4. alliance: An agreement between two or more independent entities that defines how they  

relate to each other and how they jointly conduct activities. 

7.5. anonymity: A situation where an entity cannot be identified within a set of entities. 

NOTE: Anonymity prevents the tracing of entities or their behaviour such as user location, 

frequency of a service usage, and so on. 

7.6. assertion: A statement made by an entity without accompanying evidence of its validity.1 

7.7. assurance: See authentication assurance and identity assurance. 

7.8. assurance level: A level of confidence in the binding between an entity and the presented 

identity information. 

7.9. attribute: Information bound to an entity that specifies a characteristic of the entity.  

                                                 

1 The terms assertion and claim are agreed to be very similar. 
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7.10. attribute type [ITU-T X.501]: A component of an attribute that indicates the class of 

information given by that attribute. 

7.11. attribute value [ITU-T X.501]: A particular instance of the class of information indicated 

by an attribute type. 

7.12. (entity) authentication:  A process used to achieve sufficient confidence in the binding 

between the entity and the presented identity.    

NOTE: Use of the term authentication in an identity management (IdM) context is taken to 

mean entity authentication.  

7.13. authentication assurance: The degree of confidence reached in the authentication process, 

that the communication partner is the entity that it claims to be or is expected to be. 

NOTE: The confidence is based on the degree of confidence in the binding between the 

communicating entity and the identity that is presented.  

7.14. authorization [ITU-T Y.2720, X.800]: The granting of rights and, based on these rights,  

the granting of access. 

7.15. binding: An explicit established association, bonding, or tie.  

7.16. biometric recognition [ISO/IEC JTC1 SC37 ]: Automated recognition of  individuals based 

on observation of behavioural and biological  characteristics.  

7.17. certificate: [ITU-T X.810]: A set of security-relevant data issued by a security authority or 

a trusted third party, that, together with security information, is used to provide the integrity 

and data origin authentication services for the data.  

7.18. claim [OED]: To state as being the case, without being able to give proof.
1
 

7.19. claimant [ITU-T Y.2720, X.811]: An entity that is or represents a principal for the 

purposes of authentication.  

NOTE: A claimant includes the functions necessary for engaging in authentication 

exchanges on behalf of a principal. 

7.20. context: An environment with defined boundary conditions in which entities exist and 

interact. 

7.21. credential:   A set of data presented as evidence of a claimed identity and/or entitlements.  

7.22. delegation:  An action that assigns authority, responsibility, or a function to another entity. 

7.23. digital identity: A digital representation of the information known about a specific 

individual, group or organization  

7.24. enrolment:  The process of inauguration of an entity into a context.   

NOTE: Enrolment may include verification of the entity’s identity and establishment of a 

contextual identity. 

NOTE: Also, enrolment is a pre-requisite to registration.  In many cases the latter is used to 

describe both processes.  

7.25. entity:  Something that has separate and distinct existence and that can be identified in 

context. 

NOTE: An entity can be a physical person, an animal, a juridical person, an organization, 

an active or passive thing, a device, a software application, a service etc., or a group of 

these entities. In the context of telecommunications, examples of entities include access 
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points, subscribers, users, network elements, networks, software applications, services and 

devices, interfaces, etc. 

7.26. entity authentication:  A process to achieve sufficient confidence in the binding between 

the entity and the presented identity.    

NOTE: Use of the term authentication in an identity management (IdM) context is taken to 

mean entity authentication. 

7.27. federation: An association of users, service providers, and identity service providers. 

7.28. identification: The process of recognizing an entity by contextual characteristics. 

7.29. identifier: One or more attributes used to identify an entity within a context.  

7.30. identity: A representation of an entity in the form of one or more attributes that allow the 

entity or entities to be sufficiently distinguished within context.  For identity management 

(IdM) purposes the term identity is understood as contextual identity (subset of attributes), 

i.e., the variety of attributes is limited by a framework with defined boundary conditions 

(the context) in which the entity exists and interacts.   

NOTE: Each entity is represented by one holistic identity, that comprises all possible 

information elements characterising such entity (the attributes). However, this holistic 

identity is a theoretical issue and eludes any description and practical usage because the 

number of all possible attributes is indefinite. 

7.31. identity assurance: The degree of confidence in the process of identity validation and 

verification  used to establish the identity of the entity to which the credential was issued, 

and the degree of confidence that the entity that uses the credential is that entity or the 

entity to which the credential was issued or assigned 

7.32. identity-based security policy [ITU-T X.800]: A security policy based on the identities 

and/or attributes of users, a group of users, or entities acting on behalf of the users and the 

resources/objects being accessed. 

7.33. identity service bridge provider: An identity service provider that acts as a trusted 

intermediary among other identity service providers. 

identity management: [ITU-T Y.2720]: A set of functions and capabilities (e.g., administration, 

management and maintenance, discovery, communication exchanges, correlation and binding, 

policy enforcement, authentication and assertions) used forassurance of identity information (e.g., 

identifiers, credentials, attributes); assurance of the identity of an entity  and supporting business 

and security applications. 

7.34. identity pattern: A structured expression of attributes of an entity (e.g., the behaviour of 

an entity) that could be used in some identification processes. 

7.35. identity proofing: A process  which  validates and verifies sufficient information to 

confirm the claimed identity of the entity. 

7.36. identity provider (IdP):  See identity service provider (IdSP). 

7.37. identity service provider (IdSP):  An entity that verifies, maintains, manages, and may 

create and assign the identity information of other entities. 

7.38. identity verification: The process of confirming that a claimed identity is correct by 

comparing the offered claims of identity with previously proven information. 

7.39. manifestation: An observed or discovered (i.e., not self-asserted) representation of an 

entity. (Compare with assertion.)  
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7.40. mutual authentication: A process by which two entities (e.g., a client and a server) 

authenticate each other such that each is assured of the other’s identity. 

7.41. name: An expression by which an entity is known addressed or referred to.  

NOTE: A name is used within a context and cannot be assumed to be unique or 

unambiguous.  For routing purposes, it may be resolved or translated into an address. 

7.42. non-repudiation: The ability to protect against denial by one of the entities involved in an 

action of having participated in all or part of the action. 

7.43. pattern: See identity pattern. 

7.44. persistent: Existing and able to be used in services outside the direct control of the issuing 

assigner, without a stated time limit. 

7.45. personally identifiable information (PII):  Any information (a) that identifies or can be 

used to identify, contact, or locate the person to whom such information pertains, (b) from 

which identification or contact information of an individual person can be derived, or (c) 

that is or can be linked to a natural person directly or indirectly. 

7.46. principal [ITU-T Y.2720, X.811, Y.2702]: An entity whose identity can be authenticated. 

7.47. privacy:  The right of individuals to control or influence what personal information related 

to them may be collected, managed, retained, accessed, and used or distributed. 

7.48. privacy policy:  A policy that defines the requirements for protecting access to, and 

dissemination of, personally identifiable information (PII) and the rights of individuals with 

respect to how their personal information is used. 

7.49. privilege: A right that, when granted to an entity, permits the entity to perform an action. 

7.50. proofing: The verification and validation of information when enrolling new entities into 

identity systems. 

7.51. pseudonym:  An identifier whose binding to an entity is not known or is known to only a 

limited extent, within the context in which it is used. 

NOTE: A pseudonym can be used to avoid or reduce privacy risks associated with the use 

of identifier bindings which may reveal the identity of the entity. 

7.52. registration: A process in which an entity requests and is assigned privileges to use a 

service or resource.  

NOTE: Enrolment is a pre-requisite to registration. Enrolment and registration functions 

may be combined or separate. 

7.53. relying party (RP) [ITU-T Y.2720]: An entity that relies on an identity representation or 

claim by a requesting/asserting entity within some request context.  

7.54. repudiation: Denial in having participated in all or part of an action by one of the entities 

involved.  

7.55. requesting entity: An entity making an identity representation or claim to a relying party 

within some request context. 

7.56. revocation: The annulment by someone having the authority, of  something previously 

done. 

7.57. role: A set of properties or attributes that describe the capabilities or the functions 

performed by  an entity.    
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NOTE: Each entity can have/play many roles.  Capabilities may be inherent or assigned. 

7.58. security audit [ITU-T X.800]: An independent review and examination of system records 

and activities in order to test for adequacy of system controls, to ensure compliance with 

established policy and operational procedures, to detect breaches in security, and to 

recommend any indicated changes in control, policy, and procedures. 

7.59. security domain [ITU-T Y.2720, Y.2701]: A set of elements, a security policy, a security 

authority, and a set of security-relevant activities in which the elements are managed in 

accordance with the security policy.   

7.60. security zone [ITU-T Y.2701]: A protected area defined by operational control, location, 

and connectivity to other device/network elements. 

7.61. security domain authority [ITU-T X.810]: A security authority that is responsible for the 

implementation of a security policy for a security domain.  

7.62. self-asserted identity: An identity  that an entity declares to be its own.  

7.63. trust:  The firm belief in the reliability and truth of information or in the ability and 

disposition  of an entity to act appropriately, within a specified context. 

7.64. trust level: A consistent, quantifiable measure of reliance on the character, ability, strength, 

or truth of someone or something. 

7.65. trusted third party [ITU-T Y.2702, X.800, X.810]: In the context of a security policy, a 

security authority or its agent that is trusted with respect to some security relevant activities. 

7.66. user: Any entity that makes use of a resource, e.g., system, equipment, terminal, process, 

application, or corporate network.   

7.67. user-centric: An identity management (IdM) system that provides the user with the ability 

to control and enforce various privacy and security policies governing the exchange of 

identity information, including the users personally identifiable information (PII), between 

entities. 

7.68. verification: The process or instance of establishing the authenticity of something. 

NOTE: Verification of (identity) information may encompass examination with respect to 

validity, correct source, original, (unaltered), correctness, binding to the entity, etc. 

7.69. verifier: An entity that verifies and validates identity information.  
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Annex A 

Key points and rationale for IdM basic terminology 

(This annex forms an integral part of this Recommendation) 

 

Background 

Discussions on identity management (IdM) have illustrated differences in the understanding that 

people have about the intention of IdM, about the basic procedures used, and in the terminology and 

definitions of terms. These differences have led to misunderstandings and lengthy discussions 

during the IdM standardisation process. 

To help avoid these misunderstandings in the future, this annex captures some of the agreements 

reached during ITU-T discussions on these basic concepts and terminology and helps explain the 

thinking that went into the development (or, in some cases adoption) of the terms included in this 

Recommendation.  Please note that this annex does not capture or explain the holistic view of 

identity management. 

Introduction  

Identity is the term around which all other IdM terms revolve.  In the real world, rather than digital 

world, for example, the identity of a natural person is readily accepted and is based upon an 

extensive set of characteristics or attributes.  Some of these are physical features such as height, hair 

colour, general appearance, mannerisms, behaviour etc.  Others, like date of birth, place of birth, 

home address, telephone number may also be used. In a communication process, both parties 

normally have the requirement to have enough confidence that they communicate with the correct 

partner.  This process of seeking this confidence would often involve two or more individuals or 

“entities”.  The entity whose identity is to be confirmed – the requesting entity, and the entity that 

will rely on a confirmed identity – the relying party.  A third entity which manages identities may 

be involved – an identity service provider. 

 

In the digital or “on-line” world, an “identity” is also made up of attributes, just like the real world.  

However, in this case, the “identity” may be limited to a single feature or it may have many; it will 

depend on the context in which it appears.  This applies to inanimate objects as well as natural 

persons so users are often referred to as an entity. 

 

Generally, identifiers, and/or attributes will uniquely characterise an entity within a particular 

context.  Because of this, an entity may have a number of different identities some of which will be 

a subset of other identities. 

A.1. Authentication and confidence 

The authentication process is a major part of IdM.  The following is provided to help explain the 

authentication process and its relevance to confidence.  

Note that, when applying this model to real procedures and applications, one has to be very clear 

about the relevant communication partners and the applicable chains of trust. 

The authentication process may be described as follows:  

Most communication processes require that the communication partners have adequate confidence 

or trust that they are really communicating with the intended partner. Therefore, at the beginning of 

a communication, the partners try to reach an adequate level of confidence on the basis of available 
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identity information about the partner i.e., confidence in the binding between the entity and the 

presented identity.  

The process of establishing confidence is especially important when the communicating partners are 

remote from each other and connected only by a telecommunication link. The authentication 

process is executed in order to ascertain, with a sufficient degree of confidence that the identity 

presented by a communication partner really belongs to it. 

Communication always involves two or more distinct partners that exchange information. Due to 

the broad variety of possible partners (e.g., humans and things) a general term needs to be defined. 

The term chosen is entity which is defined as: something that has separate and distinct existence and 

that can be identified in context. 

NOTE: 

 An entity can be a physical person, an animal, a juridical person, an organization, an 

active or passive thing, a device, software application, service etc. or a group of these 

entities. 

 In the context of telecommunications, examples of entities include access points, 

subscribers, users, network elements, networks, software applications, services and 

devices, interfaces, etc. 

The information that can be used for identification of an entity is based on the entity’s attributes. An 

attribute is defined as: information bound to an entity that specifies a characteristic of the entity. In 

practical terms, identification of an entity is usually based on a subset of its attributes since 

identification is limited by what is called the context, within which the entity exists and interacts. 

The narrower the context and the clearer the boundary conditions, the fewer the number of 

attributes necessary for identification. Context is defined as: an environment with defined boundary 

conditions in which entities exist and interact. 

Since the definition of entity is based on the capability to be identified, it is necessary to have a 

proper definition of identification: the process of recognizing an entity as it is characterized within 

context.  

For the purpose of distinguishing entities, it is sufficient to use a sub-set of the attributes which is 

adequate to the context. This is referred to as the identity which is defined as: a representation of an 

entity in the form of one or more attributes that allow the entity or entities to be sufficiently 

distinguished within context. For IdM purposes the term identity is understood as contextual 

identity (subset of attributes) i.e., the variety of attributes is limited by a framework with defined 

boundary conditions (the context) in which the entity exists and interacts. 

An identity can be a subset of another identity. There also may be intersections of identities. 

However, for various reasons (such as for privacy concerns) intersections of identities, used for 

different purposes or in different contexts may be explicitly undesirable or even excluded.  

Figure A.1 shows the relationships between entity, identities and attributes. 
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X.1252(09)_FA1

Entity

Attribute 1

Attribute 2

Attribute 3

Attribute 4

Attribute 5

Attribute 6

Attribute 7

Attribute 8

Attribute 9

Attribute n

.....

Attributes may consist of something
• the entity has
• the entity has chosen
• the entity has been assigned

Identity:
The representation of an entity in the form of 
one or more information elements which 
allow the entity(s) to be sufficiently 
distinguished within context. For IdM 
purposes the term identity is understood as 
contextual identity (subset of attributes) 
i.e. the variety of attributes is limited by a 
framework with defined boundary conditions 
(the context) in which the entity exists and
interacts.

Holistic identity:
All possible attributes of the entity (unlimited number)
(not applicable in reality)

 

Figure 1: Relationships between entity, identities and attributes 

As already noted, authentication is relevant for identity management.  It is the process needed to 

achieve sufficient confidence that communication is being undertaken with the intended partner. 

The actual level of confidence needed will depend on the sensitivity of the application and/or the 

risk of consequent damage due to engaging in communication with the wrong partner.   

 

Rights or privileges can be assigned for various purposes including, for example: 

 sharing or delivering of information which is not intended to be available for everybody, 

 granting access to 

o information 

o rooms/areas/domains 

o services 

o usage of resources 

 making contracts 

Gaining such confidence requires that the communication partner can be clearly distinguished from 

other possible communication partners and that, when required, this distinction can be periodically 

reassessed.  
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X.1252(09)_FA2

 (1) RE: makes assertion

(2) RP checks claimant’s assertion by:
      • comparing with information already existing
      • consistency checks
      • trust assumption for statement source

Note: These checks could also be executed by another
entity (e.g. a verifier), subject to conformance with
privacy legislation and policies and consent of the RE.

(3b) RP:
sufficient trust level

achieved?

yes

no

not authenticated

(4b) RP: 
Requesting further

identity information
from RE e.g.

identity information, 
credentials,
certificates.

(4a) RP:
requesting

further
information
from third

party

yes

no

(5) Third Party:
third party provides 
additional evidence

(3c) RP:
Proceed further?

(3a) RP:
result of classification

checks positive?

no

yes

(0) REt:
prepared to make

assertion

Stop

yes

no

Start

authenticated

See note 4

Note 1

Note 2
Note 3

Note 4: 

: This Figure shows the basic unidirectional authentication process.
Generally this process is executed mutually in parallel and/or interleaved. 

: If no trust level is required, step 2 maybe dropped.
: This flow can be executed multiple times, and those recursions also 

could be separated in time and/or location.
Involvement of third party is subject to privacy legislation

and policies and consent of RE. (               )   

Figure 2: Unidirectional authentication process 

In general this process of achieving confidence, i.e., the authentication process, is done mutually. 

That means that the authentication process as shown in Figure A.2 is accomplished twice with each 

of the entities acting in each role. i.e.,: 

Authentication of Y: Entity Y acts as requesting entity (RE), entity X acts as relying party 

(RP) 

Authentication of X: Entity X acts as requesting entity, Y acts as relying party  

For simplification and easier understanding, the authentication process shown in Figure A.2 is 

described in one direction only. However, the flows of these two processes are interleaved. 

Interleaved execution allows the parties to check pre-conditions before presenting potentially 

confidential attributes. Such conditions can be: 
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 knowledge of how to address the relying party,  

 sufficient trust that the relying party is the right one (e.g.,: users should have some 

confidence, that they are on the right web page, before entering identity information such as 

user name and password). 

In some cases (but not in user-centric systems) a third party could be directly involved to provide 

further information as evidence to the relying party to improve trust in the attributes of the 

requesting entity. 

 

Identities are comprised of attributes. Those can be something: 

 the entity has  (e.g., code card) 

 the entity knows  (e.g., password) 

 the entity is  (e.g., colour, size) 

 the entity is able to do  (e.g., specific encryption) 

 the location of the entity 

 combination of those 

 

Identities can be checked by 

 consistency of the information itself 

 consistency with other supporting information 

 comparing with already known information 

 

Attributes can also be specified in terms of an identity pattern which is a structured expression of 

attributes of an entity (e.g., the behaviour of an entity) that could be used in some identification 

processes. 

Note particularly that, as shown in the Figure A.2 flowchart example, it is always up to the RP to 

decide whether to accept the requesting entity or not on the basis of the authentication process. No 

one else can make this decision. 

In general every communication partner should be able to set the level of confidence needed to 

allow the execution of privileges. However, this right can be limited and, in some cases, has to be 

limited by legislation. 

Where there is a significant asymmetry between the communication partners there is particular 

danger that the more powerful partner could misuse this situation and require an insufficiently high 

level of confidence, or refuse his own authentication. Therefore, it is necessary that technical 

implementations of authentication mechanisms be based on symmetric mechanisms to avoid 

asymmetry. In addition, there could be the need for regulations to prevent dominance of one party 

to prevent undue usage of a dominance situation in asymmetric situations. 

In general, when applying identity management, it is necessary to be very clear about the entities 

involved and their purpose so that the context and identities (set of attributes) can be limited to the 

specific purpose. 

For the level of confidence with respect to pure telecommunications purposes, it is usually 

sufficient that the customer has appropriate confidence to be connected to the intended transport or 

service provider and the providers have confidence that the usage of services is permitted, can be 
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billed and should be paid. The latter could be achieved by authentication of, for example, an access 

point or a subscriber account, which need not be identical with, or reference the actual user of the 

service. In some cases, such as prepaid phone cards or prepaid SIM-cards, no authentication will be 

necessary. 

A credential may be presented in the authentication process as evidence of some or all attributes of 

a presented contextual identity. A credential is defined as: a set of data presented as evidence of a 

claimed identity and/or entitlements. However it is necessary to distinguish clearly between two 

types of credential: 

1) A set of data presented as evidence of a claimed identity, which is relevant for 

authentication purposes (e.g., a passport). This type of credential is used to increase the trust 

in attributes by confirmation through the party which issues the credential; and 

2) A set of data presented as evidence of entitlements, which is relevant for authorization 

purposes only (e.g., a ticket for a concert or football game). It allows the exercise of a 

privilege (such as being admitted to an event on the basis of having a ticket) without 

necessarily revealing the identity of the entity presenting the credential. 

Some credentials may include both functions and both types of credential could be subject to a 

separate authentication process. 

A.2. Claim/assertion 

The meaning of the terms claim and assertion are generally agreed to be somewhat similar but with 

slightly different meanings.  In some cases, an assertion is considered to be a “stronger” statement 

than a claim. For example, the Oxford English Dictionary defines claim as:  

  (a) to state as being the case, without being able to give proof. 

   (b) a statement that something is the case,  

and assertion as: a confident and forceful statement. However, in a digital context, the terms 

“confident” and “forceful” are not really meaningful.  

In open networks, there will be a more complex and ambivalent relationship between the party 

making a statement (i.e., presenting identity information) and the party that relies on it. Therefore 

any statement is assumed to be in doubt and, as such, is subject to verification or request for further 

evidence. Neither claims, nor assertions can be assumed to be made with any authority whatever. It 

will always be up to the relying party to decide whether or not to accept the claim or assertion based 

on verification by the relying party (or by a verifier acting at the request of the relying party). 

A.3 Enrolment and registration 

Enrolment and registration are two processes that are closely related and there is overlap between 

the two. The terms are sometimes used interchangeably and, although they may be combined in a 

single step, there are, in fact, two distinct processes. 

Enrolment is:  the process of inauguration (or establishing) of an entity into a context. Enrolment 

may include verification of the entity’s identity and establishment of a contextual identity.  

Registration is: the process in which an entity requests, and is assigned, privileges to use a service 

or resource.  Enrolment is a pre-requisite to registration.  

In the real world, for example, a user may, at some point, enrol for generic banking services then, at 

a later time register for on-line banking. Alternatively, the user may, when opening a new account, 

fulfil identification (and related) formalities (i.e., enrol) and register for on-line banking services at 

the same time.  
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A.4 Identity provider and identity service provider 

An examination of current practice indicated that the terms identity provider and identity service 

provider are both commonly used. Although the term identity provider is used in some existing 

ITU-T Recommendations and draft Recommendations, it could be construed to mean an entity that 

provides identities, rather than an entity that manages identities. Furthermore this term is 

misleading, because identities cannot be provided, they exist, or evolve when attributes are 

assigned. In addition, the term service provider is used quite extensively in terms like verification 

service provider, credential service provider, financial service provider etc.  

The term identity service provider is, therefore, seen as somewhat more descriptive than identity 

provider and should be the preferred term. It was possible to accommodate this change with only 

minor impact to the existing documents by using the current definition of identity provider for 

identity service provider and retaining the term identity provider but, instead of defining it, simply 

providing a pointer to identity service provider. The acronym should be IdSP.  

A5. Identity pattern 

In general patterns are regarded as information that is observed or recognised and for which a 

structure can be detected, or which fits in an already known structure. So an identity pattern may be 

considered to be information that characterizes an entity which is observed or recognised and for 

which a structure can be detected or which fits to an already known structure 

For example two relevant dictionary definitions of the term pattern are: “a regular or repetitive 

form, order or arrangement"; and "a reliable sample of traits, acts, tendencies, or other observable 

characteristics of a person, group or institution".  

The general view and the above definitions of pattern imply that there is more than one element to 

the pattern but the repetition of a single attribute over time also constitutes a pattern.  A single 

occurrence of a single attribute would not constitute a pattern but the manner of occurrence of one 

or more attributes can form a pattern. Also, an identity pattern can be based on more than activity or 

behaviour and is not limited to information which is observed or recognised. Rather it can be based 

on any attribute(s). For example, a tyre profile has a clear and detectable structure so, in this case, 

the attribute itself may be considered an identity pattern. Nor is it necessarily the case that a pattern 

must be observed more than once to be useful. For example, when two people talk about a car in the 

showroom of a dealer they could identify and refer to it  as. “The one standing in the rear left 

corner”.   

Patterns may be reusable but one could also conceive of situations where the pattern is used only 

once, such as one-time codes.   

Although it may be argued that all attributes have some kind of structure, a clear difference between 

attributes and identity patterns is that a structure is detected and derived by the observer but the 

structure is not necessarily known by other entities, even the observed entities. 

Identity patterns may be used not only for identification purposes but also, in some instances, for 

authentication or simply to categorize or classify entities. An example of the latter is where 

consumer behaviour is scanned to determine which kinds of products they buy and how often they 

buy such products.  In such a “marketing” context, patterns are used to classify entities in relation to 

certain groups of entities but, combining some of such patterns together, could result in the 

identification of single entities. 
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The elements used to identify an entity must allow the entity to be sufficiently distinguished within 

context. If an identity pattern is going to be used for individual (as opposed to group) identification 

or authentication, the identity pattern needs to be unique and unambiguous. However, in some 

instances, e.g. where an identity pattern is used for authorization, it may not need to be unique or 

unambiguous. An example might be where it is necessary to limit users of a particular service e.g. 

participation in sport competitions. There it may be necessary to apply restrictions e.g. based on 

behaviour on consumption of certain medicines. 
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